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What is Pebble?

- It's a kickstarter project.
- It's a smartwatch.
- It connects via bluetooth.
- It can communicate with Android and IOS phones.
What is Pebble Remote?

- It works on Linux based operating systems.
- It's written with Python.
- Purpose:
  - Change presentation without touching to computer.
Development and Acceptance Process

- Discovering libpebble library.
- Changing and customizing for Libreoffice Impress.
- Adding i18n and l10n support.
- Making desktop application.
- Packaging the application and preparing website (www.pebblерemote.com).
- Announcing to LibreOffice developers' mailing list.
Accepted to LibreOffice repository
You can report bugs for Pebble Remote

Show Advanced Fields

* **Product:** Impress Remote

* **Component:**
  - Android app
  - Documentation
  - FirefoxOS app
  - General
  - iOS app
  - Pebble app
  - UI

* **Version:** (earliest affected)
  - 2.1.1
  - 2.1.2
  - 2.1.3
  - 2.2.0
  - unspecified

* **Summary:**

(*) = Required Field

**Reporter:** gulsah.1004@gmail.com

**Component Description:**
The app written for the Pebble smartwatch.

**Severity:** normal

**Hardware:** Other

**OS:** All

We've made a guess at your operating system and platform. Please check them and make any corrections if necessary.
Good news from Turkey

- Soon planning LibreOffice migration hundreds of thousands clients in government.
- TUBITAK (Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey) will be a big supporter of The Document Foundation.
- A group is studying to become LibreOffice developer in my university.
For more information

- Source code
goo.gl/mxyFOZ
- Website
  www.pebblerrmote.com
Thank you